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Abstract. End-to-end verifiable Internet voting enables a high level of election in-
tegrity. Cast-as-intended verification, in particular, allows voters to verify that their
vote has been correctly cast, even in the presence of malicious voting devices. One
cast-as-intended verification approach is code-based verification, used since 2015
in legally-binding Swiss elections. We evaluated the Swiss paper-based polling
sheet and voting interface, focusing on how well it supported voters in verifying
their votes. We uncovered several potential issues related to manipulation detection.
We improved the paper-based polling sheet and voting interface accordingly. Then,
we carried out a between-subjects lab study with 128 participants to compare
the original and improved sheet and interface wrt. usability and its effectiveness
in supporting manipulation detection. Our improvements significantly enhanced
detection. Our study delivered insights into participants’ somewhat ineffectual
reactions to detected anomalies, i.e. starting over again and trying to cast the
same vote again, or calling the telephone number provided by the interface. This
problem is likely to manifest in any verifiable voting system and thus needs to be
addressed as future work.
Keywords: e-voting, verifiability, usability
1 Introduction
As the world’s population increases, traditional elections become more expensive and
challenging [13]. The diffusion of the Internet has changed the way we vote [24].
While some of these changes have positively impacted our lives, there are negative
side effects too due to the activities of malicious actors, such as dissidents seeking to
disrupt Internet-enabled elections [10, 12]. Attackers could replace or discard votes by
manipulating vote casting devices (laptop or smartphone) or the vote-casting software.
This causes problems first, for the election authorities, who need to ensure the integrity
of the election and second, for the voters themselves, who need to have confidence in
the election outcome.
One way of reassuring both stakeholders, and of maximising the probability that
malicious activities will be revealed, is to build verifiability into the voting system
allowing voters to verify that their vote has indeed been cast as they intended. Voters can
all help to reveal anomalies resulting from malicious activities.
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However, for verifiability to deliver this assurance, it relies on two key assumptions:
(1) that voters will indeed perform all the necessary verification steps, and (2) that they
will do so correctly. These assumptions have been challenged by empirical studies into
verifiable Internet voting systems [1, 14, 20, 27]. The complexity and unfamiliarity of
verification process can prevent voters from performing the necessary steps correctly, or
at all.
If voters do not verify correctly, this renders the integration of verifiability into
Internet voting systems fruitless, particularly as ever more sophisticated attacks emerge.
If malicious actors can control what voters see, by manipulating the vote-casting device
and/or vote-casting software, they can subvert the process. They could, for example,
assure the voter that their vote has been cast successfully although, in reality, additional
steps are mandated to finalise the process. Malicious attacks have been discussed in the
literature [11, 17], but we are not aware of any empirical evaluation of the efficacy of
verification provision being carried out. Nor have researchers systematically addressed
these issues. Both gaps are narrowed by our research.
The widely-used Swiss verifiable Internet voting system utilises code-based verifi-
cation (Section 2) so we commenced by investigating its usability and the ease of cast-
as-intended verification. We then developed and improved the verification mechanism
(Section 3) and evaluated both the original and improved mechanisms in a between-
subjects lab study with 128 participants (Section 4). We found that the improvements
preserved usability and participants detected significantly more manipulations (Section
5). We discuss our findings in Section 6, including lessons learned related to those
aspects influencing ‘correct’ verification. We conclude in Section 7.
2 Background
We describe the idea and the process of the code-based verification, including its imple-
mentation in the Swiss system, and provide further background by describing related
work on the usability of cast-as-intended verification.
2.1 Code-Based Verification
Code-based verification systems issue voters with a unique polling sheet, delivered via
snail mail. This provides the voting system’s website address, instructions, and one or
more codes to facilitate verification. A number of variants of code-based verification
approaches exist, including the one used in Swiss elections [25]. Their code sheets
provide three types of codes: (1) verification5, (2) confirmation and (3) finalisation. The
system responds to a cast vote by displaying a ‘verification code’. The voter compares
this to the code that appears on their personalized code sheet. If they match, the voter
enters the confirmation code (also provided on the sheet). Otherwise, they ought to report
the anomaly to the election authorities. A finalisation code is subsequently displayed to
reassure the voter that the voting system has indeed cast their vote as intended, and that
the voter has confirmed that the code matching their choice was correctly displayed.
5 This type of code is also commonly referred to as a check or return code in the literature.
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Note that the code-based verification is not sufficient to ensure the election integrity
on its own; namely, one still has to ensure that the election authorities are trustworthy and
perform the tallying procedure correctly. Further mechanisms, such as tallied-as-stored
verifiability methods, should be employed for this purpose.
2.2 Manipulations
Achieving verifiability relies on voters assiduously and attentively going through all
the verification steps. If an adversary is able prevent the voter from verifying correctly,
providing verifiability fails to achieve its aim. An adversary might manipulate the voting
interface and subvert the verification protocol (see [17]).
An adversary wanting to replace a vote for candidate ‘A’ with a vote for candidate ‘B’
might deploy various strategies: (1) Replace the verification code with another code, or
(2) Remove the verification code entirely, or Both strategies can be applied by keeping
the rest of the interface as is or by (3) adding messages such as: “thank you for your vote -
you are done” or “the verification code for your candidate is correct” to allay suspicions.
Aside from these two manipulations, the adversary can take other steps in ensuring that
the verification procedure is not followed correctly, such as withholding the confirmation
code. This attack type, however, leaves a trace in the voting system, when the vote is
recorded as “attempted” but not confirmed. A large number of these might raise alarms
during auditing. Furthermore, even if the attack succeeds, the adversary only blocks the
vote, but is unable to replace it. Note, however, that in order to account for all the attacks
exploiting this vulnerability, a systematic investigation involving attack trees is needed.
Even then, achieving comprehensiveness remains an open challenge when it comes to
exploiting the human factor.
2.3 Related Work
Research into verification-related mental models [21, 23] revealed a number of factors
that could prevent voters from verifying, such as a lack of knowledge, required effort
and misconceptions.
Other studies focused on usability evaluating user experiences and voter satisfaction
[9, 16, 18, 19, 22, 28]. Some studies reported high satisfaction, while others uncovered
usability issues. A study into the usability of the Norwegian Internet voting system,
which relies on code-based verification, mentions a lack of understandability related to
the range of different codes. None of these studies measured verification effectiveness
i.e. whether their participants were able to verify their votes. This was indeed evaluated
for verifiable voting systems, such as for Prêt à Voter and Scantegrity II in [1, 2], for
BingoVote in [5], for StarVote in [3], for EasyVote in [7, 8], for the ballot-marking
devices used in the US elections in some of the states [6] and for Helios Internet voting
system in [1, 14, 20, 27]. Some reported high rates of verification effectiveness [3, 7],
others reported issues [1,1,2,5,20] including verification misconceptions, which resulted
in participants being unable to verify their votes successfully.
Some studies evaluated the effectiveness of code-based verification by deliberately
introducing manipulations during the process. Kulyk et al. [15] evaluated the effec-
tiveness of a code-based approach and manipulated the verification code, replacing it
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with an incorrect code. While all participants detected the manipulation, the removal
of the verification code was not tested. The study focused exclusively on verification
effectiveness, without evaluating other usability aspects, such as satisfaction or efficiency.
The study by Gjøsteen and Lund [11] evaluated the Norwegian Internet voting system,
which provided verifiability by sending the verification codes to the voters via SMS after
they had submitted their vote. In the attacks simulated in the study, no such code was
sent, but only 6 of 30 participants detected this. Similar to [15], the voting interface was
unaffected by the manipulations. No specific evaluation has been carried out to detect
whether voters detect user interface manipulations while verifying their cast votes.
3 Improving the Swiss Voting System
In this section, we describe our initial analysis of the Swiss voting system as well as our
modifications calculated to improve the usability of their cast-as-intended verification,
to make it more likely that voters will detect manipulations to their device’s voting
interface.
3.1 Issues with the Original System’s Cast-as-Intended Verification
We organized a brainstorming session between the authors and also arranged feedback
sessions with other participants including a lay person, an expert in human-computer
interaction, an expert in general security, and an expert in electronic voting security.
Participants received background information and were instructed to think aloud while
casting a vote for a specific candidate. Afterwards they were given the election infor-
mation sheet, including the polling sheet providing the codes. They used our laptop to
interact with the voting system. Notes were taken and the session ended by eliciting
responses about what would prevent them from verifying their votes.
Fig. 1: The version of the polling sheet
The sessions revealed a number of issues. Here, we focus on those relevant to cast-as-
intended verification steps (note: the remaining general usability issues were addressed
in producing our improved version).
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Lack of a Step-by-Step Process The process of casting and verifying a vote consists
of a number of steps that are new to the voters, given their familiarity with traditional
paper-based voting. The polling sheet makes it look as if there are three steps (three
boxes linked by arrows): entering the initialisation code, entering the confirmation
code, checking for the finalisation code. This is a serious issue because the vital step
of comparing the displayed code with the matching vote choice code could easily be
omitted. The point at which the vote is finally stored, and the process concluded, is
unclear. Voters might assume that once the confirmation code has been entered, their vote
has been cast. They might not notice that the finalisation code is incorrect or missing.
The voter’s interaction with the system requires them to conduct more steps than those
communicated on the original polling sheet and the steps do not match. This makes it
even less likely that the voter will notice manipulations. It is also not clear what the
voter ought to do if codes do not match. Instructions provided by the interface cannot be
trusted because these can be removed. Details about who to contact for voter support is
not prominent on the polling sheet (and it is not clear that support should be contacted if
the voter detects a code mismatch)
Unclear Explanations The presentation of so many codes, without explanation, is
confusing. Voters could easily be left wondering why they are needed and why they
ought to be verified. Moreover, no instructions are provided to tell voters what to do if
the codes fail to appear on the interface. The same term is used for different concepts. For
example, the initialisation code is actually an authentication code, while the others are
codes used for verification. Finally, voters are not told which codes ought to be entered
into the system, and which ought to be compared to codes on the sheet (but not provided
to the system).
Finalisation Page Header While the voters need to compare the displayed finalisation
code with their sheet’s code in order to make sure that their vote has indeed been cast, the
final finalisation code display page includes a “thank you for your vote” message, which
might mean that voters assume they are done, and unwittingly omit the final verification
step.
These issues point to the lack of clarity. A voter who is unfamiliar with the process
might miss crucial verification steps, e.g. forgetting to compare the verification codes.
This requirement is not explicitly mentioned on the sheet rendering the voting system
vulnerable to manipulations described in Section 2.2.
3.2 Proposed Improvements
Based on the aforementioned feedback, we proposed improvements to the sheet and
the voting interface. We focused primarily on improving the voting materials, since, as
discussed in Section 2, an adversary who controls the voting environment is likely also
to be capable of modifying the website interface. The improvements were refined over
several feedback sessions:
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Polling Sheet The layout of the text on the provided sheet was changed in order to
provide a more structured overview of the steps the voter has to perform to cast and verify
her vote. In the first place, we included a sequence diagram with the individual steps
clearly marked, including alternative actions to be taken if verification reveals potentially
malicious activities. We also rewrote the explanation texts to improve understandability,
and referred to the initialisation code as a “password” in order the better to distinguish
it from the codes used during the verification process. The resulting polling card is
provided in Figure 2.
 
  102146 
Polling Sheet  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Start:  Please visit the website https://bundestagswahl.de to start the voting process. 
2. Log In:  Please log in with your year of birth and your password. Your password is: 
 
 
  This will commence the voting process if you are eligible to vote. 
3. Ballot:   Please select the party you want to cast your vote for.  
You can vote for one party (or spoil your ballot). 
 
4. Selection:  Please check if the displayed party is the one you want to vote for.  
Please confirm that you are ready to encrypt and submit your selection.  
 
8. Completion:  If the verification codes and finalization codes match, your vote was encrypted correctly  
and stored in the electronic ballot box.  
You have cast your vote successfully.  
You have been automatically logged out. Please close the web browser. 
7. Finalization Code: Please check that the finalization code displayed on the website matches this one.  
That’s how you can confirm that your verification code was registered and that your vote  
was cast successfully.  
  If not, contact support immediately! 
    If yes, please confirm that the finalization code is correct. 
 4946 - 0511 
    
5. Verification Code:  Please check whether the verification code displayed on the website matches the  
one shown in the following list to the left of the party you want to cast your vote for. 
That’s how you can check if your vote has been encrypted correctly.  
If not, contact support immediately!  
If yes, please confirm that the verification code is correct. 
 Party 
 
 Party   Party 
7976 CDU  2768 ÖDP  4592 Spoil ballot  
1780 SPD  4904 REP    
5465 DIE LINKE  1582 DIE PARTEI    
5731 GRÜNE  5120 PRO DEUTSCHLAND    
2818 FDP  3429 BP    
6699 AFD  7899 Volksabstimmung    
8692 PIRATEN  3900 PDV    
4094 FREIE WÄHLER  1532 MLPD    
3050 NPD  5184 PBC    
6173 TIERSCHUTZPARTEI  3503 BIC    
    
 
 
 
Wrong / no 
verification code  
Wrong / no 
finalization code 
SUPPORT   0800 99 88 66 
6. Confirmation Code: If the verification code displayed on the website matches the one to the left of the  
party you have selected on the above list, please enter this verification code to cast your  
vote:  
    
 
 
5 7 4 7  -  0 4 8 6  -  1 
CHECK 
LIST 
 
SUPPORT 
 
SUPPORT 
Vote cast 
successfully  
e b r i  -  e s p 6  -  h w r v  -  8 5 4 2  -  m q i h 
X
X
Fig. 2: The improved version of the polling sheet (translated from German). Both the
website and the phone number are fictitious.
Voting Interface We rewrote the explanatory texts to improve clarity and to provide
the voters with more explicit guidelines regarding the vote casting and the verification
processes. An example of the resulting interface is provided in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: The improved version of the verification web page.
4 Evaluation Methodology
We describe the methodology we followed in evaluating our proposed improvements
and their comparison with the original Swiss system6.
4.1 Manipulations
We evaluate the voter’s ability to detect two possible manipulations: replacing the verifi-
cation code, or removing it from the output screen. We made the following modifications
to the voting website interface:
Replace We removed all the instructions in the interface that explained what to do if
the verification code did not match the one on the code sheet. We also modified the
instructions to verify the verification code by mentioning that the code could be
found anywhere on the code sheet. We added a “Support” button, which gave the
voter a number to call if they had any issues. The number was different from the one
on the polling sheet, assuming that an attacker would replace it to prevent voters
from reporting it to the authorities.
Remove We replaced the output of the verification code and the verification instruction
with a message congratulating the voter on casting their vote.
4.2 Evaluated Metrics and Hypotheses
The main focus of our study is to evaluate how well the participants were able to detect
both replace and remove type manipulations in both the original and improved systems.
Because the aim of our improvements was to increase the manipulation detection rate,
we tested the following hypotheses:
6 For screenshots of the voting website and polling sheets for both of the evaluated systems, see
https://secuso.org/code-based-supplemental-material
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Hreplace Participant voters are more likely to detect manipulations that replace the
verification code when using the improved system than when using the original
Swiss system (the replace-Manipulation)..
Hremove Participant voters are more likely to detect manipulations that remove the
verification code when using the improved system than when using the original
Swiss system (the remove-Manipulation).
We assessed the usability of both systems under normal conditions, that is, in absence
of manipulations. We therefore evaluate the following metrics:
Efficiency How long did participants take to cast their votes and to complete verification
in absence of manipulations.
Effectiveness How many participants are able to cast their votes in absence of manipu-
lations.
Satisfaction Participants’ satisfaction, using the SUS measurement tool (calculated on
a scale from 0 to 100).
Because our improvements focused on enhancing manipulation detection, we did
not expect any differences in general usability. As such, while we aimed to make the
voting process clear by adding instructions, the presence of these instructions, while
improving understandability, could decrease efficiency if they take longer to read. We
nonetheless measure these criteria and report on descriptive statistics, in order to identify
opportunities for further refinements. We furthermore conducted a qualitative evaluation
of the usability of both systems, by analysing the feedback from the participants who
used the unmanipulated systems.
4.3 Study Type
We conducted a between-subjects lab study, with participants randomly assigned to one
of the following six groups:
Original-No-Manipulation The group interacting with the original system interfaces,
with no manipulation occurring,
Original-Replace The group interacting with the original system interfaces and sub-
jected to a manipulation that replaces the verification code,
Original-Remove The group interacting with the original system interfaces and sub-
jected to a manipulation that removes the verification code,
Improved-No-Manipulation The group interacting with the improved system inter-
faces, with no manipulation occurring,
Improved-Replace The group interacting with the improved system interfaces and
subjected to a manipulation that replaces the verification code,
Improved-Remove The group interacting with the improved system interfaces and
subjected to a manipulation that removes the verification code,
The purpose of using six groups is to support evaluation of the usability of both the
original system and the improved variant under two conditions: normal voting, where
no manipulation occurs, and an attempted attack with the adversary either replacing
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or removing the verification code. The two groups without manipulation Original-No-
Manipulation and Improved-No-Manipulation are used to study the system under normal
conditions. We evaluate user satisfaction and effectiveness in terms of being able to cast
and verify votes in the absence of manipulations. The four groups with manipulations
(Original-Remove, Original-Replace, Improved-Remove and Improved-Replace) allow us
to evaluate the effectiveness of the system under the attempted attack scenario, namely,
the ability of participants to detect different kinds of manipulations with either the
original system (hypothesis Hreplace) or the improved system (hypothesis Hremove).
4.4 Study Procedure
The participants in each group are told that the evaluation goal was to study the usability
of an Internet voting system, to be used in forthcoming German Parliament elections.
Before the study, the participants were asked to read and sign a consent form, detailing
the study procedure (not mentioning the manipulations), explaining that data collected
during the study was anonymised and would be analysed by the research group which
the paper authors are a part of. They were told that they could abort the study at any
time, in which case all the data collected so far would be deleted. The participants were
told about the reimbursement of 10 Euros that they could claim for participating.
After signing the consent form, the participants were presented with a role card
telling them to assume a role of Mr. or Ms. Müller, born in 1970, opting to cast their
election vote over the Internet. The role card informed them that they would receive
the election materials to be used to cast a vote for the SPD7 party8. The participants
were provided with a mock-up welcome letter from the election authorities with general
information about the election and instructions to look for the information necessary
for using the Internet voting system (on a polling card, also handed out to them at the
beginning of the study.
As soon as the participants indicated that they were finished reading the instructions,
they were asked to use the voting system installed on the lab computer. The system
consists of the mock-ups of the interfaces for the corresponding system (that is, either
the original or the improved interfaces)9. The mock-ups simulate the German Parliament
election (to be conducted in 2021) with the list of candidates from the 2017 election.
The participants were instructed to cast a vote for a party outlined on their role card. For
the participants in Original-No-Manipulation, Improved-No-Manipulation groups, no
manipulation took place, so that voters were able successfully to complete the process of
casting, verifying and confirming their votes. The time they took to complete casting
the vote was noted by the examiner. The participants in the remaining groups were
subjected to manipulation depending on their group – that is, the verification code was
either removed or replaced, depending on experimental condition.
If a participant noticed the manipulation, they were asked how they would behave if
this occurred in an actual election. If the participant answered that they would call the
support number, they were asked whether they would use the number on the website, or
7 Germany’s Social Democratic Party
8 Participants were asked to cast a vote for a specific party to preserve ballot secrecy.
9 Cast votes were neither stored nor processed
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the number given on the polling sheet. Afterwards, they were debriefed and told about the
real purpose of the study. All participants were asked to fill in questionnaires assessing
their satisfaction with the system, as well as being asked questions about whether they
had issues with casting their votes and what they found positive or negative regarding the
voting website and the polling sheet, participants who did not notice manipulations, as
well as the participants who were not subjected to manipulations, were debriefed about
the real purpose of the study.
4.5 Recruitment and Ethics
The participants were recruited using snowball sampling. They were told that the study
would take around 25 minutes and were offered a reimbursement of 10 Euros, which is
above the minimum hourly German wage (around 9 Euro). The authors’ institutional
ethical and data protection guidelines were followed.
Fig. 4: The version of the verification web page, modeled after the original Swiss system
and adjusted to resemble the German election scenario (translated from German).
5 Evaluation Results
144 participants took part. 16 were removed prior to the analysis due to deviations in the
study procedure, such as the examiner handing out the materials for the wrong group by
mistake. Of the remaining 128 participants, aged 20-81, with the mean age of 34.34 and
standard deviation of 15.54. 66 were female and 62 male.
5.1 Manipulation Detection
In order to evaluate the hypotheses provided in Section 4.2, we consider the number of
participants who detected a manipulation presented to them during the study (that is,
either a replaced or an omitted verification code). We performed a comparison between
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the groups Original-Replace and Improved-Replace, as well as between the groups
Original-Remove and Improved-Remove. An overview of the numbers of participants in
each group who detected the corresponding manipulation is provided in Table 1. The
results for both manipulations are analysed using a one-sided Fisher’s exact test.
Replacing the Verification Code While the majority of the participants in the Original-
Replace group detected the manipulation, one fourth failed to do so. On the other hand,
all participants in the Improved-Replace group detected the verification code replacement.
Hreplace is therefore confirmed (p= 0.0187, odds ratio 95% CI: [0, 0.662]).
Reaction to Detected Misaligments We asked all of the participants who detected the
manipulation what they would do if they had such experience in real-world election.
Some of the participants have noted that they are likely to login again and try one more
time to cast the vote. An attacker can take advantage of such behaviour, for example,
by trying to manipulate the vote during the voter’s first attempt and leaving the vote
intact if the voter tries again, thus ensuring that the manipulation remains unreported to
the election authorities. Some participants further mentioned that they would call the
support. However, when asked, which number they would use, several said they would
call the number they saw on the website. As mentioned in Section 4, this number had
also been altered under the assumption that an adversary would probably display a fake
number on the voting interface to reassure concerned voters. Voters who call this number
would likely reach the adversary him or herself, and not the election authorities.
detected undetected detected un detected
Original-
Replace
16 (76.2%) 5 (23.8%) Original-
Remove
2 (9.1%) 18 (90.9%)
Improved-
Replace
23 (100%) 0 Improved-
Remove
9 (43.48%) 12 (56.52 %)
Table 1: Number of participants detecting and not detecting the manipulation of replacing
or removing the verification code
Removing the Verification Code The manipulation that involves removing the veri-
fication code was particularly hard for participants to detect. As such, only two of 20
participants managed to do so in the group using the original system. The results were
better in the group using the improved system. Even so, more than half of these partici-
pants (12 out of 21) did not detect manipulation either. Hremove is therefore confirmed
(p = 0.02, odds ratio 95% CI: [0, 0.752]). As there was no “Support" Button on this
particular screen, as opposed to the Replace-Manipulation, we did not ask participants
who they would call.
5.2 General Usability
As described in Section 4.2, we also consider general usability of the both systems in the
absence of manipulations.
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Effectiveness We looked whether the participants that were not subjected the ma-
nipulation were able to cast their votes successfully. Of the 47 participants in groups
Original-No-Manipulation and Improved-No-Manipulation, only one was not able to
complete the vote casting process. The participant was interacting with the original
system and thought that the displayed verification code was incorrect, resulting in a false
positive result during verification.
Satisfaction We compared the SUS scores of the Original-No-Manipulation and
Improved-No-Manipulation groups (i.e those who experienced the system without being
disrupted by a manipulation). We used only the scores from those who completed the
vote casting process correctly. Both systems were awarded a high score (an average
of 79.9 from 22 participants for the original system and an average of 80.9 from 20
participants for the improved), which is classified as “good” according to the scale
proposed by Bangor et al. [4].
Efficiency We measured the time it took participants from commencing the voting
process to finalising their cast vote in absence of manipulation (i.e. groups Original-No-
Manipulation and Improved-No-Manipulation). On average, the participants required
175.86 seconds using the original system and 180.35 seconds using the improved system.
5.3 Qualitative Feedback
In order to identify further issues and potential improvements of the system, we consid-
ered the answers from the participants not subjected to manipulation to the following
questions:
– Did you experience any issues with casting your vote? Which ones?
– What did you find positive about the polling sheet?
– What did you find positive about the voting website?
– What did you find negative about the polling sheet?
– What did you find negative about the voting website?
We summarised the responses to these questions for each one of the two systems
below, providing the number of participants who mentioned each answer while omitting
these numbers if an answer was only mentioned by either one or two participants.
Original System The majority of the participants using the original system (18 out of
24) did not name any issues they had with casting their votes. The issues named by the
rest of participants were related to the amount of codes, their complexity and difficulties
in entering them without making errors, inability to distinguish between similar-looking
characters in the codes (namely, i and l) and the font size being too small.
When asked about what they considered positive about the polling sheet, the partic-
ipants mentioned the clarity of the instructions (11) and the comprehensibility of the
polling sheet (7). Others commented on feeling secure due to assurance via different
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codes, the symbols for the codes being helpful, the sheet being compact, the presence of
an emergency number and the choice of the headers. Five participants did not comment.
With respect to positive feedback on the voting website, the participants mostly
commented on the system being fast (12) and easy to use (11). Further comments were
related to the convenience of being able to cast their vote over the Internet (5), feeling
secure in casting the vote, clarity of the instructions and the possibility of decreasing
paper waste by using Internet voting. One participant did not give any positive feedback.
When asked about what the participants did not like about the polling sheet, the most
common issues were the lack of information about the codes on the sheet, making the
codes confusing without seeing the website (named by 7 of 24 participants) and the font
being too small (named by 4 participants). Other issues were the complexity of the codes,
too much information packed on the sheet, wanting more information about the technical
aspects of the system, wanting to see a second polling sheet that outlines an example of
how to cast a vote, not liking the use of the word “Support", finding the identification
step illogical, general criticisms of the instructions and finding the term “verification
code" confusing. Seven of 24 participants did not provide any negative feedback.
When asked for negative feedback about the voting website, five of 24 participants
had doubts about the security of the system, such as a lack of control of whether the
polling sheet is actually used by an authorised voter, the influence of third parties on
the election outcome, or a general feeling of insecurity. Other issues were the design of
the website looking untrustworthy, difficulties in navigating the help page, insufficient
feedback when the vote was cast successfully, small font, lack of instructions regarding
how many parties one is allowed to choose, lack of information about the parties on
the ballot, finding the identification step illogical and feeling that one would miss the
traditional aspects of voting, such as walking to the polling booth. Nine participants did
not provide any negative feedback.
Improved System Most of the participants using the improved system (20 out of
22) did not experience any issues during vote casting. The rest mentioned the overall
inconvenience of the process, and the irritation with the system deleting entries after the
Enter button was pressed.
When asked about positive feedback on the voting sheet, 11 of 22 participants
commented on the enhanced comprehensibility and 5 mentioned the clear structure of
the sheet. Three liked the check list on the right of the polling sheet, and the rest liked the
use of color and the length of the polling sheet. Three did not give any positive feedback.
Similar to the original system, the most commonly named positive aspects of the
voting website were the ability to cast a vote online (11 of 22 participants), the system
being fast (5) and easy to use (10). Other positive mentions were the instructions for the
system, overall clarity of the interface and the possibility of reducing paper waste.
Most of the participants did not mention any negative issues with the polling sheet
(14 of 22). The remaining participants mentioned issues such as the complexity of writing
down the codes, the large number of steps and the overall complexity of the procedure,
design choices such as colors used in the table, the length of the instructions and the
need to read them to avoid errors, and feeling that the instructions were redundant.
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Among the negative issues with the voting website, the participants mentioned the
complexity of the system, the inconvenience of having to check the codes, the number
of steps required to traverse and the number of codes to enter, wanting a better user
interface design (e.g. finding the party list too long), wanting a better understanding of
the security that the system provides, general concerns with Internet voting and missing
the social aspects of polling-station voting.
6 Discussion
Our study has shown that participants struggle to detect manipulations if an adversary
manages to manipulate the voting interface. This was particularly noticeable when
the verification code was removed. Even after improvements, fewer than half of the
participants detected this particular manipulation; only two detecting it using the original
system. The detection rates are even worse than those reported by Gjøsteen and Lund [11],
where a fifth of the participants (6 of 30) detected a missing verification code that was
supposed to be received via SMS. This is possibly because the manipulation we tested
involved modifying interfaces, which fooled participants into believing that all was well.
This demonstrates that even verifiable voting systems remain at high risk of undetected
vote manipulations. Yet an attacker could prevent the voters from completing any or all
verification steps. It follows that usability (both of the systems in our study received
high SUS scores, and many participants commented on their ease of use) is not the only
factor that has to be considered in designing this kind of systems, confirming previous
findings [17].
Future research into the design of these systems is needed in order to improve the
manipulation detection rate and to address the issues related to participants’ reaction to
detected misaligments. Such research could focus on finding new ways to present the
information about the proper voting procedure to the participants in different formats.
This may include designing an information flyer with examples of correct and incorrect
voting procedures, or using an interactive app to guide the voters.
Some users were unable to detect the manipulation to the verification code in the
original system. This observation is different from the results of the study in [15], where
all the participants were able to detect the manipulation using a code-based verification
similar to the Swiss system. One possible explanation might be that the participants in
the previous study were explicitly instructed to verify their vote, whereas in our study
the focus was on casting a vote. A further explanation might be the intervening changes
to the design of the Swiss polling sheet, so that the two studies tested different systems
(actually in particular different polling sheets).
Although both the original and improved systems received high SUS scores, the
complexity of the procedure and the codes was an issue, again confirming the findings
from [15]. Voters might well be willing to accept complex systems if they are told that the
complexity is necessary for security (see [16]). Furthermore, the voters who are informed
about security protection mechanisms, such as verification, might trust the voting system
more [26]. It is therefore worth investigating, whether including additional information
about how the codes bolster security would be helpful to voters, and to find the best
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way of providing this information without overwhelming them. This might also help to
address the issues we detected with participants reaction to detected misaligments.
Our study’s sample consisted mostly of younger participants. This is not represen-
tative of the voting population, but if younger people, who are more comfortable with
technology, fail to detect manipulations, the issue might be even more critical for older
voters. We also note that Internet voting is usually implemented as an optional voting
channel, available in addition to traditional paper-based voting, so that voters who are
not confident in their ability to use technology can still cast their votes at polling stations.
Nonetheless, investigating the human factors of Internet voting with an older sample
remains an important direction for future work.
The study has the common limitations of studies that measure the usability of
verification, in terms of differences between the lab and the real-life behaviour. As such,
real-world verification might deliver different performances, perhaps because participants
are more likely to read and follow the instructions when they know that they are being
observed. On the other hand, they might be more incentivised to verify their vote in
a real election, and therefore to pay more attention to the verification procedure and
output codes, as the integrity of their votes is more important than in the lab setting. Still,
conducting a study that involves introducing vote manipulations in a real-world election
would pose critical ethical and legal issues, potentially undermining the participants’
trust in the election authorities. A possible middle ground can be found, for example,
by conducting remote studies where the participants are not directly observed during
vote casting. Another way would be to conduct mock elections without telling the
participants about the real purpose of the study before they cast their votes. However,
one needs to choose a topic that participants will care about (otherwise they would not
be incentivised to verify), yet, manipulation of votes on such a topic will most likely
trigger an emotional response that will endure even after the debriefing. Given these
considerations, the obstacles to in-the-wild testing seem almost insurmountable.
Finally, we focused on two kinds of attacks that, if successful, could jeopardize
election integrity by allowing an adversary to replace cast votes with votes for a candidate
of their choosing or merely reducing the number of votes that go to a candidate they do
not approve of. Our study clearly does not attempt to improve verification in the face
of all possible manipulation tactics, especially if one takes social engineering attacks
into consideration. Investigating the scope and potential success of other attacks is an
important and promising direction for future work.
7 Conclusion
Internet voting systems are a relatively new innovation in the history of democracy. To
reassure voters, many systems build verifiability into the systems. However, achieving
verifiability requires participation from the voters themselves, who now have to carry
out extra steps in addition to casting their votes. The entire concept of verifiability stands
or falls based on their ability to do this, and to spot any anomalies that manifest. If voters
are able to do this, nefarious activities will be uncovered. The study reported here is the
first to test whether voters can detect manipulations to the voting interface when voters
verify using the code-based verification approach. To maximise the chances that people
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would spot manipulations, we first improved the paper-based instructions provided to
walk people through the required steps. We then carried out a lab-based study with both
the original and improved systems, While our refinements improved detection rates,
participant voters did not universally detect the manipulations. There is clearly room for
further refinements. One additional finding - which is likely to hold for any verifiable
voting system - is that it is not enough to make people detect a manipulation if they
then call the malicious support hotline or simply try again. This needs to be addressed
as future work. What our investigation highlights is the need to consider the human in
the loop when designing user interactions, especially where tasks are unfamiliar and
different from the traditional way of doing things.
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